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  USD/INR:

Risk off or sell-off in back with gusto in equity markets. US equity indices tumbled between 2%-3% and US Dollar

rose to highest level since July. Commodities and bullion was slammed. Bond yields declined. A typical day of

deleveraging in financial markets. Asian equity markets are bleeding and USD is showing signs of further

strength. With gold trading at lowest levels since July and real yields (post inflation bond yields) at highest level

in two months are signs that USD may rise even against the EM currencies, like Rupee.

VIEW: Though the broader downtrend has not yet reversed and would require a close above 74.10 on Septem-

ber futures to do so but the ongoing sell-off in risk assets and rise in the Greenback is a sign that USDINR may also

test the upper end of its recent range near 74.00/74.10 levels on futures.

TRADE: Wait for a pullback near 74.00/74.10 levels to enter short positions with a stop above 74.15 on a closing

basis on the September futures. Target remains 73.10 and 72.50 levels. Nevertheless, if the pair shows signs of

sustaining above 74.15, attempt long position for a target of 74.50 and 74.80 levels.

EUR:

The Eurozone flash composite PMI index dropped to 50.1 from 51.9, which means the region's economy basically

stagnated in September. There's no doubt that this second wave will cause the recovery to slow further. As a

result, Euro failed to hold its head above 1.17 handle against USD and traded down towards 1.1650 levels. Over

the past 24 hours various Fed members tried to soother the nerves of the market by talking dovish and there is

another barrage of speakers tonight as well. As of now, markets are ignoring the dove talk from Fed and focus-

sing on COVID and lack of fiscal push in US. Till the focus of the market shifts back to dovish US central bank,

USD may continue to appreciate.

EUR/USD: Having broken down below 1.1700 is now vulnerable to a deeper decline, towards 1.1560 and even

1.1500 levels. I would advise switching to sell on rise here with a stop above 1.1760 on a closing basis. Target

1.1560 and then 1.1500.

EUR/INR: Trend remains downward and sell on rise is advised with stop above 86.50 on a closing        basis.

Target remains 85.45 and 84.85 levels on September futures.

GBP:

GBP managed to shrug off the blues of a weaker flash PMI after news surfaced that UK FM, Rishi Sunak has

scrapped this autumn's budget before the announcement on Thursday of a revamped support package to protect

jobs and the economy through a looming winter Covid-19 crisis. Financial market's attention is constantly re-

volving between three kinds of headlines: (i) COVID (ii) fiscal stimulus (iii) monetary accommodation. Based on

how each nation is faring on the three measures, their currencies are witnessing ebb and flow in speculative

bets.

GBP/USD: The sell on rise tactics played off well in the pair since its trend reversal set up near 1.3250. Continue

to sell on rise with stop above 1.2900 on a closing basis. Target 1.2630/50 zone as near term key support zone.

GBP/INR: GBPINR remains a sell on rise with stop above 94.50 on September futures on a closing basis. Target

remains 92.80.

CURRENCY                               ECONOMIC  EVENT

   GBP                              BOE Gov Bailey Speaks

   USD                                     Fed Chair Powell Testifies
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